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“data are fragments of a theory of the real world, 
and data processing juggles representations of 

these fragments of theory...”



“data are fragments of a theory of the real world, 
and data processing juggles representations of 

these fragments of theory...The issue is ontology, 
or the question of what exists.””



ontology 
A theory about the kinds of 
entities and their ties that 
are assumed to exist by a 
given description of reality
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Semantic Interoperability

relating different 
worldviews, i.e., different 

ontologies

=
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Ontology 
An area devoted to developing 

these domain-independent 
“toolboxes” with “tools”for 

supporting ontological analysis

≈







“The ontological 
approach to 

explanation” by 
T.Y. Cao(2004). Ontology and 
scientific explanation. Oxford 

University Press 



“whenever we have 
something important but 

difficult to understand, we 
should focus our attention 
on finding what the primary 
entities are in the domain 
under investigation are…”



“…Discovering these entities and 
their intrinsic and structural 

properties, rather than 
manipulating uninterpreted or ill-

interpreted mathematical 
symbols, or speculating on free-

floating universal laws and 
principles, is the real work of 

science…”



“Mathematical 
formalisms and universal 
laws and principles are 
relevant and important 
only when they have a 
firm ontological basis.”
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Fig. 3 A simple UML model describing a relation between Healthcare Providers and people
treated by them.

we will illustrate the approach by briefly presenting an ontological theory of
relations [11, 12, 36], and by showing its power in revealing the semantics of
several relations.

3 Ontological Unpacking

In order to illustrate the notion of ontological unpacking we have been dis-
cussing in this paper, let me start with a very simple UML conceptual model
(Fig.3) but one that is representative of the nature of models one finds in
practice. This model might serve well the purpose of a guiding blueprint for
information structuring. However, in what sense can it explain what is going
on here? Unless one has prior knowledge of the semantics of these types
and relations, this semantics is not made explicit by the model itself. For
example: what does it mean for a person to be treated by possibly several
healthcare providers? In the same treatment? In several treatments? Synchron-
ically? Diachronically? Mutatis mutandis, what does it mean for a Healthcare
Provider to treat many people? Again, in the same treatment? Di↵erent treat-
ments? Through time? Moreover, how can we explain that those persons
who are in a more serious condition than others require precedence in their
treatment?

3.1 Analyzing the relations

We can answer these questions in a systematic manner. Let us start by looking
at the relations that appear in the model. If a person has a more serious medical
condition than another person, what would make that proposition true? In
other words, what is the truthmaker of that relational proposition? Suppose
that people can have certain medical conditions (diseases and disorders) and
that these health conditions can be classified in a scale of severity. So, person
x has a more serious medical condition than person y i↵ both x and y have
medical conditions and x has at least one medical condition that is more severe
than all the medical conditions of y. Even this toy example with a radically
simplified assumption already tells us many things.

Firstly, the relation of has a more serious medical condition than that
allegedly holds between x and y is not a ‘genuine’ relation between them at all.
Instead, this relation is a derived one from another relation of is more severe
than holding between two medical conditions of x and y. In other words, the
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Fig. 4 The result of an ontological Unpacking of the model of Fig.3.

here by the dashed line connecting the treated by material relation and the
Treatment relator type. This relation is called derivation [12] and it connects
tuples and relators in the following manner: a tuple < x1...xn > is derived
from a relator r if r mediates6 (is existentially dependent on) x1...xn. Deriva-
tion, as any other association, can be subject to its own cardinality constraints.
In this example, we can specify from how many instances of treatment can
a tuple instantiating treated by (e.g., < John, TGH >) be derived, i.e., how
many times can a person be treated by the same Healthcare Provider.

3.3 Clarifying distinctions within types

Here, again, bearing a treatment is not an essential property of people. In
fact, treatments are established between healthcare providers and a subtype
of unhealthy persons, which we call patients. A patient is an entity of kind
person and, like Unhealthy Person, it is a dynamic type, i.e., no patient is
necessarily a patient, and people can move in and out of the extension of
patient without changing their identity. However, unlike Unhealthy Person,
the dynamic classification condition here is not an intrinsic but a relational
one, namely, a patient is a person that participates in at least one treatment
by a healthcare provider. Dynamic and relational types specializing a kind
are called Roles [12, 42]. Finally, this model makes explicit that Healthcare
Provider here is considered a subkind [12] of Organization, i.e., an organization
whose distinguishing trait (and its essential nature) is that it treats patients. In
other words, organizations that are Healthcare Providers are essentially such.

The original model of Fig.3 occludes many fundamental aspects of this
domain. In constrast, in the unpacked model of Fig.4, we can elaborate on
the essential kinds of entities in these domains, their contingent phases, the
roles they play, we can disambiguate cardinality constraints of multiple kinds,
and we can explain why certain relations hold when they do. The latter model

6See the relation of mediation defined at type level in Fig. 4, which, as discussed in [12],
represents a type of multiple existential dependence relation.
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Everything else in the model is a representation of a type that these kinds of things 
can instantiate contingently. 

 
Fig 1. Representing the possibility of change for Endurants 

 
This model of figure 1 is represented in a conceptual modeling language termed On-
toUML [9]. This language has been design to reflect the ontological distinctions and 
axiomatization put forth by the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [9,13]. In par-
ticular, this language has as modeling primitives those that represent ontological dis-
tinctions between all the aforementioned sorts of types (e.g., kinds, phase, roles, role 
mixins, relators). Figure 1 represents the possibility of change, i.e., how things could 
possibly be for the entities that are assumed to exist in this domain (i.e., people, or-
ganizations, cars and car rentals). In this approach, the OntoUML model of figure 1 
can be automatically translated to knowledge representation languages such as OWL 
to support automated reasoning [13]. Moreover, as discussed in [13], the OntoUML 
approach offers a support for model validation via visual simulation. In this approach, 
the simulation of this model exposes its ontological commitment and allows us to find 
the possible difference between the intended state of affairs of this domain and the 
valid instances of this model. For instance, by simulating this model, one could find 
out that there is a possible instance in which an organization rents a car to itself (i.e., 
the roles of renter and renting organization are played by the very same entity).  

One way to exclude these unintended modes is to enrich the model with formal con-
straints. The idea is to provide an axiomatization for the model such that set of its 
valid instances and the set of instances representing intended states of affairs of the 
domain coincide [13]. Some of these constraints are temporal constraints dealing, for 
example, with the life cycle of the endurants in the model. In particular, in the On-
toUML approach, one can include temporal constraints (in temporal OCL) prescrib-
ing the permissible phase transitions in the model, for instance, from Child, to Teen-
ager and (only then) to Adult, or governing the more complex transitions involved in 
the phases of a car rental [14]. 

2.2  Events in Business Process Models  

As previously discussed, structural models such as in figure 1 represent what can pos-
sibility change and what has to remain the same in the properties of endurants, i.e., 

 

 

constructs of association specialization, subsetting and redefinition. Once more, in 
OntoUML, a material relation appears in a model connected to a relator from which it 
is derived forming the pattern depicted in Figure 3. In this pattern, the dashed relation 
is termed derivation and connects a material relation with the relator from which it is 
derived; the mediation relation is a relation of existential dependence connecting an 
instance of a relator with multiple entities of which a relator depends (e.g., the mar-
riage between Paul and Mary existentially depends on Paul and Mary; the employment 
between John and the UN likewise can only exist whilst John and the UN exist). 
Moreover, the cardinality constraints of the derived material relation and of the deriva-
tion relation are constrained by the cardinality constraints of these (otherwise implicit) 
mediation relations (some of these constraints are illustrated in Figure 3) [10]. 

 
Fig. 3. Relator and Material Relations Pattern. 

Since the formal modeling primitives of this language can only appear following these 
patterns, these patterns end up being the actual modeling primitives of the language. 
As a consequence, modeling in OntoUML is done by the chained application of these 
ontological patterns [19]. This idea is illustrated in Figure 4. We start by modeling the 
type Customer. We first identify that a Customer is a RoleMixin: instances of Custom-
er can be different kinds (people and organizations); Customer is an anti-rigid type (no 
Customer is necessity a Customer); in order for someone to be a Customer, she has to 
purchase something from a Supplier. In applying the RoleMixin pattern of Figure 2.c, 
we identify the presence of two phases (Living Person and Active Organization), a role 
(Supplier, which is assumed to be played by entities of the unique kind Organization) 
and a relation (purchases from). We then expand this model by applying to phases and 
roles the patterns of Figure 2.a and 2.b, respectively. Finally, we apply the pattern of 
Figure 3 to the material relation purchases from. 

This strategy of building models by the successive instantiation of these patterns 
has been implemented in the new version of the OntoUML editor. This approach can 
bring several benefits to conceptual modeling. Firstly, since these patterns are the rep-
resentation of ontological theories, the construction of models by instantiating these 
patterns preserves ontological consistency by construction. This can also facilitate the 
process of model building, especially to novice users. The hypothesis is that in each 
step of the modeling activity, the solution space that characterizes the possible choices 
of modeling primitives to be adopted is reduced. This strategy, in turn, reduces the 
cognitive load of the modeler and, consequently, the complexity of model building 
using this language [19]. Moreover, this strategy also brings more uniformity to the 
models (which become described in terms of known patterns) and provides for a natu-
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Still on figure 8.10, from the cardinality constraints of the two             
´mediationª relations we can derive the maximum cardinality of the 
derivation relation (on the material relation end) and the cardinality 
constrains on both association ends of the material relation itself. For 

instance, the upper constraint δ on the end connected to G in the H 

relation is the result of (d × h); the upper constraint β in the end connected 

to F is the result of (f × b). The upper constraint φ in the end H of the 

derivation relation is the result of (b × h). Likewise, we can calculate the 

derived minimum cardinality constraints in the following manner: γ = c × 

g; α = e × a, and ε = a × g. 
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Two alternative versions of a concrete example of this situation are depicted 
in figures 8.11.a and 8.11.b below. However, due to the lack of expressivity 
of the traditional UML association notation, these two models seem to 
convey the same information (from the perspective of the material relation 
supervised-by), although they describe completely different 
conceptualizations. As discussed in section 6.3.3, the benefits of explicitly 
representing relator universals instead of merely representing material 
relations, becomes even more evident in n-ary relations with n > 2. 
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Once more we should highlight that the relator individual is the actual 
instantiation of the corresponding relational property (the objectified 
relation). Material relations stand merely for the facts derived from the 
relator individual and its mediating entities. Therefore, we claim that the 
representation of the relators of material relations must have primacy over 
the representation of the material relations themselves. In other words, the 
representation of ´materialª relations can be omitted but whenever a               

Figure 8-10  Material 
Relations and their 
founding relators (the 
cardinality constraints of 
the derived relation and 
the derivation relation 
itself can be calculated 
from the corresponding 
mediation relations 
involving the founding 
relators) 

Figure 8-11  
Examplification of how 
relators can 
disambiguate two 
conceptualizations that 
in the standard UML 
notation would have the 
same interpretation 
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“Science advances our understanding of nature by 
showing us how to derive descriptions of many 

phenomena, using the same patterns of derivation 
again and again” (P. Kitcher) 
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Fig. 4 The result of an ontological Unpacking of the model of Fig.3.

here by the dashed line connecting the treated by material relation and the
Treatment relator type. This relation is called derivation [12] and it connects
tuples and relators in the following manner: a tuple < x1...xn > is derived
from a relator r if r mediates6 (is existentially dependent on) x1...xn. Deriva-
tion, as any other association, can be subject to its own cardinality constraints.
In this example, we can specify from how many instances of treatment can
a tuple instantiating treated by (e.g., < John, TGH >) be derived, i.e., how
many times can a person be treated by the same Healthcare Provider.

3.3 Clarifying distinctions within types

Here, again, bearing a treatment is not an essential property of people. In
fact, treatments are established between healthcare providers and a subtype
of unhealthy persons, which we call patients. A patient is an entity of kind
person and, like Unhealthy Person, it is a dynamic type, i.e., no patient is
necessarily a patient, and people can move in and out of the extension of
patient without changing their identity. However, unlike Unhealthy Person,
the dynamic classification condition here is not an intrinsic but a relational
one, namely, a patient is a person that participates in at least one treatment
by a healthcare provider. Dynamic and relational types specializing a kind
are called Roles [12, 42]. Finally, this model makes explicit that Healthcare
Provider here is considered a subkind [12] of Organization, i.e., an organization
whose distinguishing trait (and its essential nature) is that it treats patients. In
other words, organizations that are Healthcare Providers are essentially such.

The original model of Fig.3 occludes many fundamental aspects of this
domain. In constrast, in the unpacked model of Fig.4, we can elaborate on
the essential kinds of entities in these domains, their contingent phases, the
roles they play, we can disambiguate cardinality constraints of multiple kinds,
and we can explain why certain relations hold when they do. The latter model

6See the relation of mediation defined at type level in Fig. 4, which, as discussed in [12],
represents a type of multiple existential dependence relation.

Why is a person treated by a given healthcare provider?  
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person and, like Unhealthy Person, it is a dynamic type, i.e., no patient is
necessarily a patient, and people can move in and out of the extension of
patient without changing their identity. However, unlike Unhealthy Person,
the dynamic classification condition here is not an intrinsic but a relational
one, namely, a patient is a person that participates in at least one treatment
by a healthcare provider. Dynamic and relational types specializing a kind
are called Roles [12, 42]. Finally, this model makes explicit that Healthcare
Provider here is considered a subkind [12] of Organization, i.e., an organization
whose distinguishing trait (and its essential nature) is that it treats patients. In
other words, organizations that are Healthcare Providers are essentially such.

The original model of Fig.3 occludes many fundamental aspects of this
domain. In constrast, in the unpacked model of Fig.4, we can elaborate on
the essential kinds of entities in these domains, their contingent phases, the
roles they play, we can disambiguate cardinality constraints of multiple kinds,
and we can explain why certain relations hold when they do. The latter model

6See the relation of mediation defined at type level in Fig. 4, which, as discussed in [12],
represents a type of multiple existential dependence relation.

Why is a person treated by a given healthcare provider?  

…as opposed to not being treated 
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Fig. 4 The result of an ontological Unpacking of the model of Fig.3.

here by the dashed line connecting the treated by material relation and the
Treatment relator type. This relation is called derivation [12] and it connects
tuples and relators in the following manner: a tuple < x1...xn > is derived
from a relator r if r mediates6 (is existentially dependent on) x1...xn. Deriva-
tion, as any other association, can be subject to its own cardinality constraints.
In this example, we can specify from how many instances of treatment can
a tuple instantiating treated by (e.g., < John, TGH >) be derived, i.e., how
many times can a person be treated by the same Healthcare Provider.

3.3 Clarifying distinctions within types

Here, again, bearing a treatment is not an essential property of people. In
fact, treatments are established between healthcare providers and a subtype
of unhealthy persons, which we call patients. A patient is an entity of kind
person and, like Unhealthy Person, it is a dynamic type, i.e., no patient is
necessarily a patient, and people can move in and out of the extension of
patient without changing their identity. However, unlike Unhealthy Person,
the dynamic classification condition here is not an intrinsic but a relational
one, namely, a patient is a person that participates in at least one treatment
by a healthcare provider. Dynamic and relational types specializing a kind
are called Roles [12, 42]. Finally, this model makes explicit that Healthcare
Provider here is considered a subkind [12] of Organization, i.e., an organization
whose distinguishing trait (and its essential nature) is that it treats patients. In
other words, organizations that are Healthcare Providers are essentially such.

The original model of Fig.3 occludes many fundamental aspects of this
domain. In constrast, in the unpacked model of Fig.4, we can elaborate on
the essential kinds of entities in these domains, their contingent phases, the
roles they play, we can disambiguate cardinality constraints of multiple kinds,
and we can explain why certain relations hold when they do. The latter model

6See the relation of mediation defined at type level in Fig. 4, which, as discussed in [12],
represents a type of multiple existential dependence relation.

Why is a person treated by a given healthcare provider?  

…as opposed to being treated by a different  
healthcare provider 



Pragmatic Explanation
1. Requests for Explanation, i.e., to explain is to 

satisfy information seeking goals of an 
explanation seeker 

2. Competence Questions as Requests for 
Explanations 

3. Contrastive Questions 

4. So, it is also about complexity management 
(abstraction)
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Explainable AI

1. Interpretability Framework or Complete Model 
View (“Inherently Interpretable Models”)





Symbolic Artifacts are not 
Self-Explanatory just in 
virtual of being symbolic!
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Fig. 3 A simple UML model describing a relation between Healthcare Providers and people
treated by them.

we will illustrate the approach by briefly presenting an ontological theory of
relations [11, 12, 36], and by showing its power in revealing the semantics of
several relations.

3 Ontological Unpacking

In order to illustrate the notion of ontological unpacking we have been dis-
cussing in this paper, let me start with a very simple UML conceptual model
(Fig.3) but one that is representative of the nature of models one finds in
practice. This model might serve well the purpose of a guiding blueprint for
information structuring. However, in what sense can it explain what is going
on here? Unless one has prior knowledge of the semantics of these types
and relations, this semantics is not made explicit by the model itself. For
example: what does it mean for a person to be treated by possibly several
healthcare providers? In the same treatment? In several treatments? Synchron-
ically? Diachronically? Mutatis mutandis, what does it mean for a Healthcare
Provider to treat many people? Again, in the same treatment? Di↵erent treat-
ments? Through time? Moreover, how can we explain that those persons
who are in a more serious condition than others require precedence in their
treatment?

3.1 Analyzing the relations

We can answer these questions in a systematic manner. Let us start by looking
at the relations that appear in the model. If a person has a more serious medical
condition than another person, what would make that proposition true? In
other words, what is the truthmaker of that relational proposition? Suppose
that people can have certain medical conditions (diseases and disorders) and
that these health conditions can be classified in a scale of severity. So, person
x has a more serious medical condition than person y i↵ both x and y have
medical conditions and x has at least one medical condition that is more severe
than all the medical conditions of y. Even this toy example with a radically
simplified assumption already tells us many things.

Firstly, the relation of has a more serious medical condition than that
allegedly holds between x and y is not a ‘genuine’ relation between them at all.
Instead, this relation is a derived one from another relation of is more severe
than holding between two medical conditions of x and y. In other words, the



Explainable AI

1. Interpretability Framework or Complete Model 
Approach (“Inherently Interpretable Models”) 

2. Explainability Framework Partial-Model Approach



Counterfactual 
Explanations

“You were denied a loan because your 
annual income was £30,000. If your 
income had been £45,000, you would 
have been offered a loan.” 



“counterfactual explanations consisting only of 
semantically dense and contextually relevant dimensions 

in the network’s feature space…in order to do that, we 
would need to be able to reveal the semantics of hidden 

network units (‘hidden neurons’)…there can be no 
explanation without semantics”  



“representations in NNs are not 
really ‘signs’ that correspond to 
anything interpretable — but are 

distributed, correlative and continuous 
numeric values …a hidden unit cannot 
on its own represent any object that is 

metaphysically meaningful”  
(Walid Saba)  



Counterfactual 
Explanations

“You were denied a loan because 
your annual income was £30,000. If 
your income had been £45,000, you 
would have been offered a loan.” 



“What good is an explanation?” 
(Peter Lipton) 

1. Knowing-that x Knowing-why 

2. Why-Regress 

3. Self-Evidencing



Final Take Away Messages

1. “No Explanation without Semantics”



Final Take Away Messages

1. “No Explanation without Semantics” 

2. No Semantics without ontology



Final Take Away Messages

1. “No Explanation without Semantics” 

2. No Semantics without ontology 

3. No ontology without Ontology




